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COURSE SCHEDULES 
Spring registration 
+ Registration schedule is based 
on year in school and social 
security number. The schedule 
can be found on li ne at 
www.ei u.edu/ -reg istra/steps.htm I 
+ Students can register for class 
on PAWS online between 7 a.m. 
and 9 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 
Saturdays. 
Registration 
opens for 
spring 2005 
8v DoMINIQUE BROWN 
STAFF WRITER 
Class has been in session for three 
months and it is already time for stu-
dents to start thinking about register-
ing this week. 
Spring registration began Monday 
and ends Jan. 14. 
Molly Evans, assistant director of 
registration, encourages students to 
register on time to avoid registration 
problems. 
Blair Lord, vice president for aca-
demic affairs and provost, said stu-
dents should contact their adviser to 
find needed courses first. 
"Questions related to finding the 
needed courses or choosing appropri-
ate substitutions should be handled 
first by the student's adviser supple-
mented by appropriate chairpecsons 
or deans' office staff when a particu-
larly difficult challenge arises," Lord 
said. 
Students must register according to 
classification, which begins with 
graduate students and concludes with 
freshmen undergraduates. 
"Online registration is terrific 
because it helps students find open 
classes and is available from any geo-
graphic location where there is access 
to a computer with internet capabili-
ty," Evans said. 
Each student must register accord-
ing to their class and social security 
number. 
Evans said despite problems in the 
past with online registration, it is the 
best form of registering. 
"We have worked very hard to 
develop reasonable estimates of the 
number of seats needed to serve the 
students," Lord said. 
"In Fall 2003, students faced com-
puter virus infections, which prevent-
ed them from registering successful-
ly," Evans said. "We hope the new 
system ITS set in place before Fall 
2004 will help us avoid major diffi-
culties such as this." 
Evans encourages students to regis-
ter on time to prevent a $25 late 
charge. 
HEALTH SERVICES 
Flu shots down 75 percent 
Limited supply gives 
'high risk' priority 
BY H lllARY SETTlE 
CAMPUS EDITOR 
Every year, Eastern offers free flu shots to students 
to help keep campus healthy, but this year, because 
of a shortage of flu vaccinations across the U.S. and 
a recommendation by the Center of Disease 
Control, Health Services is screening students to 
determine whether or not a flu shot is needed. 
Eastern usually receives I ,200 doses of flu vacci-
nations, but this year only one-fourth of the usual 
amount was received, said Lynette Drake, director 
of health services. 
"We have been shipped 300 doses due to the 
shortage and most likely will not receive any more," 
Drake said. 
Januari Smith, communications manager for the 
department of aging, said the vaccinations were cut 
in half to 54 million after the major British supplier 
Chiron was shut down last Tuesday. Smith said 
many health professionals and clinics are advising 
people who don't need vaccinations to hold off. 
"There are people out there with more of a need," 
Smith said. "(People) should step back, then see 
how many we have left and go from there." 
Flu shots 
Health services is 
hosting four flu 
clinics from 8 
a.m. to 1 1 :30 
a.m. and 1 :30 
p.m. to 3:30p.m. 
The first clinic is 
today. The other 
clinics will be 
tomorrow, 
October 26 and 
October 27. 
Preference is 
given to "high 
risk" patients who 
are defined as: 
+ children ages 
6 23 months 
+ people over 65 
+ people with 
underlying chron 
ic medical condi 
tions 
+ pregnant 
women 
+ people on 
chronic aspirin 
therapy 
+ health care 
workers 
Registered nurse Debby Schutz gives Ashley Capinger, senior health studies 
major, her flu shot at Health Services Monday afternoon. Due to a national 
shortage of flu vaccinations Eastern only has 300 doses to offer students. 
Eastern is offering Health Service Flu Clinics 
starting today and tomorrow from 8 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. with a break for lunch. Flu clinics will also be 
held later this month on Oct. 26 and Oct. 27 dur-
ing the same time. 
SEE flU PAGE 9 
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Films add dimension to election 
Undecided voters 
look for information 
in different places 
BY T OBY W INN 
STAFF WRITER 
With the presidential elections only 21 days 
away, many students are still unsure if and how 
they are going to vote. 
But many student organizations and faculty 
members are pushing students to vote. 
The values of students can be ignored by the 
candidates as long as they continue to not vote, 
said Jeff Ashley, a political science professor. 
Instead, the candidates are going to focus on 
values of people who can get them elected. 
''People have died fighting for the right to 
vote," Ashley said. 
College students may have values different 
from the rest of society, Ashley said, but in order 
to get those values addressed they need to vote. 
'1f they don't act now, they may regret it 
later," Ashley said. 
Jamie Zacha, an early childhood education 
major, plans on voting, but is undecided on 
which candidate she will choose. 
"Whichever one has the best qualities that 
are going to benefit me in the future," Zacha 
said. 
Zacha said the candidates' views on abortion, 
the war on terrorism and education policies will 
impact her decision. 
A few issues that students need to be con-
cerned with are higher education costs, unem-
ployment and foreign policy, Ashley said. All of 
these issues will impact students in the future. 
Like many people, politics do not interest 
Zacha. She was not interested in watching the 
debates. 
Instead, Zacha said she plans on getting her 
information from the news and by talking to 
friends and peers. 
For many students like Zacha, wanting to 
learn more about the candidates before making 
their final decision, PBS will be airing a special 
tonight titled "The Choice 2004." 
For students who are unable to watch the 
presentation tonight, the two-hour film will be 
rebroadcast nationally on Oct. 14, and Nov. 1, 
at 9 p.m. Residents can check local listings to 
find out which station to watch. 
SEE UNDECIDED PAGE9 
Dems object to plan for 
anti-Kerry documentary 
broadcast on 62 stations 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHING1DN -The Democratic Party and 18 sen-
ators are objecting to a broadcasting company's plan to air 
on 62 TV stations a critical documentary about John 
Kerry's anti-war activities after he returned home from 
Vietnam three decades ago. 
Sinclair Broadcast Group has asked its television sta-
tions - many of them in competitive states in the presi-
dential election - to pre-empt regular programming to 
run the documentary as part of an hour-long program 
two weeks before the Nov. 2 election. 
Based near Baltimore, the company owns or manages 
affiliates of major broadcast networl<s in several states, 
including Ohio, Florida and Pennsylvania. 
Mark Hyman, a vice president of corporate relations for 
Sinclair who also is a conservative commentator for the 
compan}~ said Monday the show would contain some or 
all of the 42-minute film as wdl as a panel discussion of 
some sort. He said final details had not been worked out. 
SEE DOCUMENTARY PAGE 9 
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AROUND 
ILLINOIS 
CAMPUSES 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Bowman inaugurated 
as 17th president 
More than a year after taking on the duties of the 
president, AI Bowman was inaugurated as the 17th 
president of illinois State Friday. 
'There are moments in life to be treasured and this 
is one of them," Bowman said in his inaugural 
address. 
"By working together as a community of scholars, I 
look forward to a future of excellence, a future of 
growth and a future of limitless opportunity," he 
added. 
Illinois State Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
Carl Kasten formally inducted the president by plac-
ing a gold medallion around Bowman's neck with the 
inscription "beloved counselor." 
Bowman carne to illinois State in 1978 as part of 
the Speech Pathology and Audiology Department. 
He was appointed chairman of the department in 
1994 before becoming interim provost in 2002. He 
then became interim president after Victor Boschini 
resigned in July 2003. 
READMOREATWWW,OA ILYVIDETTE.O RG 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
TWO ARRESTED AFTER ELEVATOR FIRE 
Repairs continued throughout the weekend to a 
University Hall elevator that contained a fire allegedly 
started by two Southern students early Friday morn-
ing. 
Department of Public Safety Director Todd Sigler 
said freshmen Robert C. Black, 20, of Jacksonville and 
Jeffrey T. Burk, 18, of Willowbrook were arrested 
Friday and charged with aggravated arson for their 
involvement in a fire earlier that morning. 
Dwain Cocke, who oversees maintenance for 
University Housing, said Friday the cost of the dam-
ages had yet to be determined, but the elevator should 
be up and running sometime this week. 
Smoke from the front lobby elevator fire activated 
the alarm system at 4:02 a.m., forcing residents to 
evacuate the building. Sigler said the fire was con-
tained to the elevator, but smoke from the blaze "over-
whelmed" the third and fourth floors. 
No injuries were reported, and residents returned to 
their rooms at 5:30 a.m. 
READ MORE AT WWW,OA ILYEGYP TIAN.COM 
CORRECTION 
In Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, it was 
reported that attendance at the Coles County Rep ubi ican 
Headquarters for the first presidential debate was about 
25, which was actually the number in attendance for the 
second debate. 
The News regrets the error. 
FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK 
TODAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
67 67 55 58 
48 48 33 36 
ShCMiers Showers Showers Few showers 
SHOWING PRIDE 
Members of PRIDE take part in a program called "Homosexual Acts" on the South Quad Monday afternoon. The 
event was in celebration of National Coming Out Day, which commemorates the first March on Washington by 
lesbian, bisexual, gay and transgender people. 
WTF'? 
Remember to use protection at the Alamo 
TH E ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SAN ANTONIO - Tourists at the Alamo saw some-
thing besides historical exhibits at the shrine of Texas 
independence. A couple who witnesses say were having 
sex Sunday at the downtown mission landed in jail, 
according to police. 
An Alamo security officer caught the two having sexu-
al intercourse near a public viewing area about 5:30p.m., 
a police report stated. 
The report said Kristine Nissel, 18, and Matthew 
Hotard, 19, were partially clad when the officer appre-
hended them after several tourists watched the couple 
and became upset. 
The pair, both active-duty members of the 232nd 
Medical Battalion stationed at Fort Sam Houston, were 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
charged with public lewdness, according to the San 
Antonio Express-News' Monday editions. Bond was set 
for each at $800. 
CEMETERY PUTS IN ARTIFICIAL TURF 
APPLE VALLEY, Cali£ - The Sunset Hills Memorial 
Park cemetery is giving up grass in favor of artificial tur£ 
It's a move owners believe will save as much as 
$180,000 in water and maintenance costs over the next 
three years. The cemetery is the final resting place for 
cowboy stars Roy Rogers and Dale Evans. 
"I actually believe it will revolutionize the cemetery 
industry eventually," said Sunset Hills co-owner Chet 
H itt. He knows of no other cemetery that uses artificial 
tur£ 
STRESS f REE ZONE 2 P.M. U NIVERSITY U NION WALKWAY 
Free massages (5 mins) and learn self-massage tools and stress reduction tips. Call 581-7786 br more info. 
SUPERHERO R ELAYS 4 P.AI. SOVfH Q UAD 
Watch as Eastern faculty/staff don the wardrobe of favorite superheros. Call345-3520 for more information. 
WHO WANTS TO BE A MASCOTl 4 P.M. SoVfH Q UAD 
Students will compete for prizes and a chance to cheer at the Homecoming football game. 
H OMECOMING " Y ELL LIKE H ELL" 7 P.AI. McAFEE G YM 
Students will strut their stuff to the sounds of chants, music and much more. 
SEXUAL A SSAULT PROGRAM 7 :30 P.M. U NIVERSITY U NION, CHARLESTON/MATTOON R OOM 
Answering important questions about sexual assault and prevention. Call 348-5033 for more information. 
SATURDAY 
55 
26 
Partly cloudy 
ONLINE 
POLL 
In correlation to 
Homecoming 
Week's 
superhero 
theme, this 
week's poll 
asks our 
readers what 
two superheros 
they would 
most like to see 
in a fight 
A) Batman vs. 
Superman 
B) Catwoman vs. 
Wonderwoman 
C) Iceman vs. The 
Human Torch 
D) Mighty Mouse 
vs. Underdog 
VOTE@ 
THEDAILY 
EASTERN 
NEWS.COM 
COUNTING 
DOWN 
19 
Days unti I the 
end of day I ight 
savings time. 
Remember to set 
your clocks back 
an hour. 
WORD 
DU JOUR 
pomp 
1 : a show of 
magnificence 
2 : a ceremonial 
or festiva l display 
(as a train of 
followers or a 
pageant) 
3: ostentatious 
display, gesture or 
act 
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The Daily Eastern News is produced by the 
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is 
published daily Monday through Friday, in 
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semesters and twice weekly during the 
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tions or examinations. Subscription price: 
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all 
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member 
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to 
exclusive use of all articles appearing in 
this paper. 
HAVE A SUGGESTION? 
If you have any suggestions or ideas 
for articles you would like to see in 
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to 
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail 
mmeinheic@yahoo.com. 
FIND A MISTAKE? 
Let us know if you find a facnJa.! 
error in The News so we can provide 
the correct information to other read-
ers. Contact the editor at 581-2812or 
mmeinheic@yahoo.com. 
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PHOTOGRAPH BY: C ARRIE H O LLIS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Nichoulaus Pinaire and Natalie Bailey, seniors and marketing majors, wave to the crowd after being named Homecoming King and Queen at Lantz Arena on Monday. 
PHOTO GRAPH BY: j OSH REELY trHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Cailey Swartz, sophomore marketing major, is named Homecoming Princess and Paul Lucas, sophomore computer 
information systems major, is named her Prince at Lantz Arena Monday night. 
Eastern Illinois University 
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY 
DON'T MISS OUT!! 
$5.00 Per Dozen 
$2.50 Half Dozen 
45¢ Single Donut 
Great Low Prices!!! 
100 Dozen 
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am 
Call 581-3616 
to place your order 
BY liNDSEY D UNTON 
ACTIVITIES REPORTER 
Nick Pinaire, a senior marketing 
major representing Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, and Natalie Bailey, a sen-
ior marketing major representing 
Alpha Phi have been crowned this 
year's homecoming king and 
queen. 
Students pranced into the "bat 
cave" in their fancy dresses and clean 
suits in anticipation to be crowned 
Eastern's next homecoming king, 
queen, prince or princess during coro-
nation Monday evening. 
"We have coronation to give recog-
nition to students and their organiza-
tions," said Jean O'Russa, a member 
of the homecoming coronation com-
mittee. "They ride in the parade and 
we introduce them at the pep rally 
and also during half-time of the 
homecoming football game." 
Homecoming coronation included 
I 0 prince candidates, I4 princess can-
didates, II king candidates and I5 
queen candidates this year, said Jenn 
Grim, a member of the homecoming 
coronation committee. 
Coronation began with 
Homecoming Coordinator PJ Bailey 
and Homecoming Coordinator Elect 
Krissi Griffin welcoming special 
guests Batman and Catwoman. 
"The prince and princess candi-
dates are first," Grim said. "We crown 
them before the king and queen." 
The homecoming committe-
crowned Paul Lucas, a sophomore 
"We have coronation to 
give recognition to 
. ti " ••• organiZa ons. 
jEAN O'RUSSA, 
H OMECOMING CORONATION 
computer information systems major 
representing Sigma Nu as prince and 
Cailey Swartz, a sophomore market-
ing major representing Delta Zeta as 
princess. 
'~ the candidates submitted bios 
that explained their favorite superhero 
and what they liked about their 
favorite superhero,"O'Russa said. 
"We then announce a small part of 
their bios as they walk on stage." 
Something new this year was the $2 
admission fee at the door and $I 
admission fee for students who pur-
chase tickets early. 
"The admission fee goes to the 
American Cancer Society," Grim said. 
"They will receive full profits from the 
event." 
The event also acknowledged 
Matthew Carlstrom, a senior social 
science major representing Sigma Nu 
and D'Anna Cepela, a senior political 
science major of Sigma Kappa as first 
runners up for homecoming king and 
queen. 
Homecoming week will continue 
today with "Super Hero Relays," 
"Who Wants to be a Mascot?" and 
"Yell Like Hell." 
Fri. Sa."t. 9-1 
a. week 
uTell the truth and don't be afraid. " EDITORIAL BOARD 
TUESDAY, 0croBER 12, 2004 
COLUMN 
Voters need 
information not 
AARON SEIDLITZ 
SENIOR JOURNALISM 
MAJOR 
Seidlitz is sports 
editor for The 
Daily Eastern 
News. 
• • opm1ons 
Over the past couple of months, while presidential 
candidates George W. Bush and John Kerry have sparl<.ed 
the m05t intriguing race for the position in many years, 
one thing has become dear. 
Nobody should know exactly what is going on consid-
ering so many people are being told so many different 
things from the news outlets that are covering the 2004 
dection. 
For those normal voters who have tuned in to watch 
the debates and a few of the snunp speeches, most likely 
the ones at the largest of venues such as the party conven-
tions, it is incredibly hard to decipher what exactly the 
candidates are saying and who is winning the race for 
president. 
If one thing should be dear to the normal voter, the 
networks covering the dection have done an extremely 
poor job informing the viewer with unbiased and 
informative news programming. 
So far the national tdevision media outlets, such as the 
main networks and others like MSNBC and CNN, have 
proclaimed every possible conclusion from the debates. 
Take fOr example, MSNBC, which immediatdy fol-
lowing each of the debates nuned directly to their hard-
core political pundit Ouis Matthews and the rest of his 
Hardball crew that included the 
" ... news channels should 
be informing people 
exactly what each 
candidate meant by what 
they said instead of 
voicing their opinion on 
who won and who will win 
likes of Ron Reagan and Joe 
Scarborough. 
All of those who were on the 
panel had, oh, just about 30 sec-
onds to inhale all that was just said 
over the 90 minutes that Kerry and 
Bush spoke. 
Without taking any time to seri-
ously consider what had just been 
said and who presented their points 
in the best fashion, the pand was 
• th fut " ready to declare a victor and explain In e ure. just how the rest of the presidential 
race was going to be shaped. 
But if one would start to flip 
around the diflerent channds, they would find just about 
every different commentator laying down a different ver-
dict. 
It seems that while the news channds should be 
informing people exactly what each candidate meant by 
what they said instead of voicing their opinion on who 
won and who will win in the future. 
But instead, it seems that each mouthpiece that a news 
network can find to stimulate excitement within their 
viewers are interested in his or her opinion much more 
than acrually infOrming the public. 
Another aspect of news that has increasingly gotten less 
rdiable is the use of polling the public. 
There are so many different polls, asking different 
questions and being collected by different organizations 
that the clarity that each poll provides is significantly 
decteased. 
How can one tdl if the poll is worded correctly or if 
there is biased tilt to any of the questions? 
Better yet, the question of who is being asked about 
each poll is something that could impact the outcome of 
the final numbers. 
The more people become infatuated with knowing 
information about who has the current edge and is lead-
ing the race and hope to receive this information as fast as 
possible, the less polling services can conduct a proper 
inquiry into who is leading in whatever situation. 
Overall, it seems that the tdevision news in this coun-
try is mistreating the regular voter in a noteworthy way 
by spouting off their opinion rather than genuindy 
informing those who need to know. 
EDITORIAL 
Opinion page editor, MATT WILLIAMS 
Editor in chief, MATT MEINHHT 
Managing editor, jOAQUIN O CHOA 
News editor, KEVIN SAMPlER 
Associate news editor, jENNIFER CHIARIELLO 
Sports editor, AARoN SEIDUTZ 
mmeinheit@yahoo.com 
Keep the parade fun for all 
Last year there was something missing from 
the Homecoming Parade. 
There were nicely made floats, people throw-
ing candy and members of the Eastern march-
ing band showcasing their talents. 
At issue 
Behavior 
during the 
Homecoming 
Parade. 
Our stance 
idents and those involved in the parade had a 
good experience. 
That is the type of behavior that needs to be 
represented by Eastern students this year. 
But what people may have not noticed was 
the lack of any high school bands marching 
down Seventh Street. 
Because of the action of immature students 
throwing cigarette butts and beer cans at high 
school students in the previous years' parades, 
no high school marching bands entered them-
sdves in last year's parade. 
Last year's 
parade went 
well, and 
students should 
be reminded to 
behave like 
adults instead 
of overgrown 
children. 
There will be three high school student bands 
as one of the more than 100 entries in this year's 
parade. 
Mascoutah High School, Robinson High 
School and Mount Carmd High School will all 
be sending members of their bands for the 
entertainment of Eastern students and 
Charleston residents. 
It is now our duty as students to make sure 
these bands come back and more bands follow 
in the future. 
Though Eastern students are by no means 
children, at times they act like them. They do 
immature acts that need to be dealt with and 
sometimes ruin things for others. 
The city council almost cancdled last year's 
parade, but instead chose to beef up security 
with city, university and student patrollers. 
With increased security, last year's event went well. 
There were no complaints made about the parade and 
Ceci Brinker, director of Student Life, said Charleston res-
Parents will bring their children to the parade 
so remember that they are the children and not 
the college students. 
By all means have a good time. But don't let 
your good time tuin the time of others trying to enjoy a 
fun Eastern tradition. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Hit-Mix is getting to its listeners 
This is in response to Michael Leddy's col-
umn and The Daily Eastern l\Tewf editorial 
regarding the fOrmat change at WEIU-FM. 
One ofProfessor Leddy's contentions is 
that a college radio station should offer alter-
native music fonns from what is being com-
mercially brood~ 
Why must that be the case? Haven't the 
new media essentially assumed that role? 
With audio streaming, DBS, Internet 
radio and ailile radio, a listener can easily 
access his or her choice of music genres. Wtth 
these other souro::s readily available, why uti-
lize a valuable broac:bsting license for pro-
gramming of limited appeal? 
~as theNetd editorial ~ests, the 
fOrmat change could have been handled in a 
better -way. But what shoukl the station have 
done? 
It ran announcements seeking input and 
did not rea:ive one single response. People 
either wererit listening or didn't care. 
INSTRUCTOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMUNICATION 
STUDIES 
Ashmore is a 
guest columnist 
and is a sports 
broadcaster for 
WEJU-FM. 
Having seen the results ci several~ radio audieoce analyses 
fur Q,Jes G:xmty compiled by Arbitron, I'd~ it was the for-
mer. This station has been a non-factor in this radio matket, at 
least in terms of audienre and radio share. 
Radio is not about music; it's about serving the public, or more 
specificall}~ serving the commtmity oflianse. It's hard to serve a 
community that is not listening. 
I personally do not care what the format ofWEIU is, so long 
as it's one that is a significant segment the public will listen to. 
And people seem to be listening now. Most ci the students I've 
talked with have been in Javor of the change, and the comments 
I've heard in the community have been totally positive. 
One student DJ told me he had more call-in requests in one 
week fOllowing the format change than he did all last semester. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters 
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. 
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name, 
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in 
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate 
Cou N M cAuu FFE /THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Sylvia Martinez, a senior communication studies major, 
works in the Hit-Mix station Monday afternoon. 
But my chief disagreement with Professor Leddy is with his 
claim that the WEIU student announcers have ht a "genuine 
learning experience." Unlike WEIU-1Y, which for years has 
set"\100 as a wonderfi.tllearning lab preparing students for a career 
in that medimn, WEIU-FM never pertormed that function fOr 
students whose interest was radio. 
This has non changOO. I~ true that the Hit-Mix format will 
allow sntdent DJs to put together more markerable audition 
tapes. 
But more than that, the increased appeal of the new format 
has led to a myriad of other opportunities for sntdents: opportu-
nities in underwriting sales, production, promotion, remote 
brood~ news and sports. 
Students are now experiencing virtually all aspects of real radio. 
To me that is the ddinition of a genuine learning experience. 
I am wdl aware that Eastern is neither a trade school nor a 
community college. Howeve~; sntdents desiring careers in the 
dectronic media need more than bachelors degrees. 
1hey also have to have quality audition tapes and resumes that 
cite real wotk experiences if they hope to find employment in a 
very competitive field They can now get that &om WEIU-FM. 
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be veri-
fied will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length. 
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzza rd 
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to 
mmeinheit@yahoo.com . 
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pottnciaJ, undaxand aca- Nol{) ACHIEV[Mf.NTS 
dcrruc and moral responsi-
bilities and appreciate d.iver-
siry in a framework dw 
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Sanden said. 
Faculty Senate OWr D.ivid c.arpcnccr will 
shatt a oommwllcarions item from La Hyder, 
dcpanmmt chair of joumalism, ~ rhc 
Illinois Board of Higher FO ratioo Divcnity 
1a1uimneru and a masagie from T tm Shonk. 
a.ociatt pro&.or of i:hc E.nglilh deputmmt 
regarding Ea.tan's academic ~ 
The Faculty Scnatt will mca ar 2 p.m. in 
Boom Libnry Conli:rcncr Room #40. 
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CatholleCenterpraysfor 
Latin America 
\ell like hell for the Panthers ~ 
The Newman Catholic 
Center is ho.ting ·prayer for 
Latin America• for the fim 
time . 
Doris Nordin, a minister at 
the Newman Catholic Ulltcr, 
hopes to make this an annual 
n'Cnt. 
There wiU be both English 
and Spanish intc:rprctations of 
the prayers during the: p_rograrn 
ar 7 p.m. tonight at chc center 
and wilJ be open ro rhc: public. 
- rhc: importance of pr.ayer is 
that it's a way we can aJk wirh 
God and intercede: with orhc:rs," 
said Deacon Mic.had Haag. of 
chc Newman Catholic Center. 
~We: bdicvc rhat rhrough f.Uth, 
ow pr.aycn arc: dfccrivc: and 
have: value:. I bdin-c: through 
prayer WC change the world." 
Nordin agrees with Haag'• 
oudook on prayer and said it 
will make a diHcrcncc and bdp 
studcncs to be together as one. 
·we can connect with ocha 
paru of the: world through 
prayer and help to suppon all 
countries th.at arc suffering,• 
Nordin Wd. 
The activity wiU begin with a 
welcome in both English and 
SpaniJh. 
Prayers for Latin America 
concerning polirial IC2dcrs, the 
economy, immigr.anu and the 
environment will also be held 
during the: program. 
Orhcr prayers wiJJ be abour 
hope. peace and the victims of 
violc:ncc and war. 
Nordin hopes many Latin 
Americans participate and said 
having both an English and 
Spanish intcrprc:tarion will 
increase the attendance:. 
Nordin said ~cryonc: is look-
ing for peace and non-vaolcncc. 
Scudcna will be lhowing o6 
dxir .dlOOl ipirit during Yell Like 
Hdl this homcooming. . 
Yell Like Hdl is a traditional 
.dlOOl spirit comperirion ar ocher 
schools. mi PJ Bailey. homcoom-
ing ooordinaror. 
•A loc of schools do dUa annu-
ally,· she said. "We're: trying ro 
IUtt the tradition here." 
Each of the I 0 participating 
groups will pcrfonn a cheer, some 
complete: with dancr, rumbling 
and sruna. lnc chc:iers will be 
each group's original work. ccn-
rm::d on IChool spirit. mi Ryan 
Tracy, member of the 
Homecoming and Pamhcr Pride 
commin.cc:. 
~~ will be:;~ by 
nine: faculry and comrnuniry 
members on creativity, school 
spirit, difficulty and rdcvana: {O 
the superhero theme: of 
Homcmming, he -
"We had rchcaml yacaday. It 
went prmy wdl; we are m::iracd. • 
•11ttf••1•• 
llil 7J " ..... 
...,.. " start .... 
.... ..... ,, 
T r.acy said. 
T rophics and homecoming 
points will be: given co thc top 
three: groups with the best per-
formances. 
When homecoming is over, the 
points will be cowed up co dcttr-
mine a champion from each of the 
divisions: Grttk. rcsidc:ncr lulls. 
oommuniry and RSOs. 
Several Grc:dt organizacion.s, 
raidrna lulu and the BlacX 
Srudem Union arc partic.iparing 
in dUJ ycu-'1 CYCllL 
"We really hope: dw it~ wdJ 
and dw Wt= g"CS n¥m i.nvolvancnt 
as ycus go on," T r.acy saJd. 
Yd! Like Hdl will be tonight at 
7 p.m. in rhc McAfec Gym. 
ATTITUDE 
"gotta getcha one" 
The Razorz Edge Salon.& 
The Mind and Body Spa 
345 - 3142 
AA A A ~ A 
Interfraternlty Co11ncll E.t Panllellenlc Co11ncll 
wo11ld like to congrat111ate the following 
cllapters on tllelr •cademlc aclllevem~nt 
PANMl'fW Q)UNQL 
11t - Alplla Gan • Della 
JM ........... 
3ftl - ••••• Della 
MM 1.,retMI -Alplaa G a Della 
....... N.w M 1•ll 1t GPA -~" 
INJREUUINITT OOIJNC1I 
11t-Slpaa ... Ef••• 
JM - Della ...... Della 
,,..._ ..... ,... 
Metlll •.nw .. ·spaNll 
....... -. .... .,QIA ...... 
........ 
CONtlNUE TNE GOOD WORKlll 
., . .,._ 
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Nearly 1 million Chrysler minivans recalled Pittsburgh, Pa., have collaborated on work since the 1970s. They will share an award worth 10 
million Swedish kronor, or about $1.3 million. 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
AUBURN HILlS, Mich. - Chrysler is recall-
ing 955,000 minivans because an electrical 
problem could cause the driver's side air bag to 
fail. 
The vehicles affected are the Dodge Caravan 
and Grand Caravan, Plymouth Voyager and 
Grand Voyager, and Chrysler Town and 
Country from the 1998-2000 model years. 
Four people have been injured in crashes 
because of the defect, according to records sub-
mitted to the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration. There also have been 782 com-
plaints about the defect to Chrysler and 
NHTSA. 
The defect involves a clockspring that supplies 
current to the driver's side air bag, the horn and 
the cruise control. If the clockspring is working 
properly, the air bag warning light will illumi-
nate for a few seconds when the vehicle is start-
ed. If the air bag warning light isn't working 
properly, the clockspring may have failed. 
Chrysler said dealers will replace the clock-
spring for free on vehicles with less than 70,000 
miles. The company will extend the warranty on 
the clockspring for vehicles with more than 
70,000 miles. 
Chrysler recalled 1996-1998 model year 
minivans in 2002 because of the same defect, the 
NHTSAsaid. 
FEDERAL OFFICIAL: BUS DRIVER 
WAS DRIVING ALL NIGHT 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - A federal investigator 
Monday said the driver of a tour bus involved in 
a deadly crash apparently had been driving all 
night without backup. 
"We need to look at hours of service," said 
National Transportation Safety Board investiga-
tor Gary Van Etten. "What he did during the 
daytime hours would be of great interest to us so 
we could evaluate any possible fatigue that he 
might have had." 
The crash Saturday along Interstate 55 north 
of Marion, Ark., killed driver Herbert Walters 
and 13 Chicago-area passengers on their semian-
nual trek to a Tunica, Miss., casino. The wreck 
occurred just before dawn, in a light mist, when 
the bus failed to follow a left-hand curve, left the 
roadway and flipped. 
Sixteen survived the crash; two remained in 
critical condition Monday at the Regional 
Medical Center in Memphis, Tenn. 
Investigators are examining the mangled bus 
and reconstruction could take as long as three 
months. They are trying to determine whether 
Walters, 67, lost control of the vehicle or if some 
mechanical failure caused it to go off the road 
with no signs of skidding or braking. 
The NTSB said the bus' roof, which carne off 
during the accident, also is an area of concern. 
Past NTSB documents have raised questions 
about bus integrity - with roof supports getting 
smaller as bus windows get larger. 
REEVE BECAME REAL-LIFE 
SUPER HERO FOR RESEARCH 
MOUNT KISCO, N.Y. - Christopher 
Reeve, the chiseled, strapping "Superman" of 
celluloid who became another kind of hero as a 
force for spinal cord research after a devastating 
NATIONAL 
BRIEFS 
horse-riding accident, has died at 52. 
Reeve, a quadriplegic for the last nine years of 
his life who vowed that he would one day walk 
again, died Sunday of complications from an 
infection caused by a bedsore. 
His wife, actress Dana Reeve, issued a state-
ment thanking "the millions of fans from 
around the world who have supported and loved 
my husband over the years." His mother, 
Barbara Johnson, told the syndicated TV show 
"The Insider": 'Tm glad that he is free of all 
those tubes." 
AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN SHARE 
NOBEL PRIZE IN ECONOMICS 
NEW YORK - An American and a 
Norwegian won the 2004 Nobel Memorial Prize 
in economic sciences Monday for research on 
how government policies affect economies 
around the world and why supply-side shocks 
like high oil prices can dampen business cycles. 
The work by Norwegian Finn E. Kydland 
and Edward C. Prescott, a professor at Arizona 
State University at Tempe, has led to reforms at 
many of the world's central banks, the citation 
said. Their research also has given academics bet-
ter tools for understanding what causes 
economies to boom or go into recession, it 
added. 
The two professors, who both earned their 
doctorates at Carnegie Mellon University in 
TEEN SURVIVES FOR DAYS IN A 
CAR AT THE BOTTOM OF A RAVINE 
SEATTLE - Mter eight days, Laura Hatch's 
family had almost given the 17-year-old up for 
dead, and sheriff's deputies had all but written 
her off as a runaway. Then she was found, badly 
hurt and severely dehydrated, but alive and con-
scious, in the back seat of a crumpled car, 200 
feet down a ravine. 
A volunteer searcher who said she had had 
several vivid dreams of a wooded area found the 
wrecked car in the trees Sunday. 
Hatch, who remained hospitalized Monday 
in serious condition, was last seen at a party on 
Oct. 2. When she did not show up by the next 
day, her family filed a missing person's report. 
The initial search was slowed because there 
had been underage drinking at the party, and the 
young people who attended would not say 
where it had been held, sheriff's Sgt. John 
Urquhart said. 
ANIMAL CRUELTY ORGANIZATION 
ORDERS LOCAL CHAPTER CLOSED 
NEWARK, N.J. - A local chapter of the 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
has been ordered to close because it did not pros-
ecute former NBA star Jayson Williams over 
accusations he shot and killed his dog in anger 
over losing a bet. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to the following Fraternity memebers that 
recieved above a 3.5 GPA last semester. 
Patrick Ryan Bunyon Luke Freeman Michael Behnke Joe Kaczmarek 
Robert F. Rodie Michael Gallagher Gr9d Collier Mark Klepacki 
Brian Maloy Eric M. McAdamis Nicholas Mullikin Matt J. Jones 
Robbie J. Davis Kevin Gubbins Drew Short Daniel O'Hara 
Anthony Mitchell Jon Bergin Michael A. Leonard 
MattheN Mills Douglas Neal Paul Lucas 
Daniel Fugazzotto Curt Mass Jeff Steffy Alberto Perez 
Mathew O'Malley Tyler Ostrem Michael Boerman Dustin Purooll 
John Baratta Thomas Roberts Eric Orr Danny Scheck 
Tony Matarrese Charles E. Smith Matthew Ta~or Ryan Sparks 
Matthew Bock Nick Pinaire Chris Bohdan Timothy Whitlatch 
James Sauer John Baskerville Robert Yamnitz 
Mike Isadore Jeffrey Bunting David Amdo 
Michael Scheller Eric Bonow 
William Tranel Rob Brennan 
Tim Bussman Jared Mathey Matthew Carlstrom 
Cole Erickson Ryan Sparks Scott Burkoth 
1 Jonathan Fitzgerald Joe Atamian Jared Brooks 
Anthony Carbonari 
If you purchase ten or more inches in the Homecoming 
Guide, you will receive one free color (blue) to place in 
your advertisement. The guide will run on Friday, 
October 15th. Call your DEN advertising representative 
at 581-2816 today to place your ad. 
We want 
you ... 
to advertise in the DEN 
Call 581-2816 for info 
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NEWS ANALYSIS 
After debates, flawed candidates 
on negative course to Election Day 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTO N - After two 
debates, voters have seen President 
Bush look peevish and heard him pass 
the buck. They've watched Sen. John 
Kerry deny he's a flip-flopper and then 
argue that Saddam Hussein was a 
threat - and wasn't. 
"While most voters picked sides long ago, those in 
the wavering middle are trying to decide between a 
challenger who promises change and an incum-
bent who warns of its risks." 
It's no wonder so few minds have 
changed. 
Three weeks and one debate from 
Election Day, the vulnerable incum-
bent and his flawed challenger are 
stmggling for the upper hand. Private 
and public polls show Bush and Kerry 
neck-and-neck for the popular vote, 
and the all-important race to 270 
Electoral College votes is just as close. 
Bush has all the advantages of 
incumbency, an electoral map that 
favors Republicans and a challenger 
whose voting record is arguably one the 
most liberal in the Senate. Sounds 
good on paper. 
But so does Kerry's case for a new 
course. More than 800,000 jobs have 
been lost during Bush's term, and his 
main justification for invading Iraq _ 
the assertion that there were weapons 
of mass destmction _ has been discred-
ited after the loss of 1,000 Americans 
lives. 
While most voters picked sides long 
ago, those in the wavering middle are 
trying to decide between a challenger 
who promises change and an incum-
bent who warns of its risks. 
"At times you wonder whether 
either one of these guys is up to the 
task," Charles Franklin, political sci-
ence professor at the University of 
WISconsin, said after the second of 
three presidential debates. 
Bush nrrned in a disastrous perform-
ance in the first faceoff, grimacing and 
fidgeting while Kerry criticized his Iraq 
policies. To some voters, and even his 
own supporters, Bush looked like a 
man spoiled by success. He entered 
politics late in life, sped to the top and 
has rarely had to publicly defend his 
policies. 
In the second debate, Bush struggled 
to name three wrong decisions. His ini-
tial response was to talk about uniden-
tified personnel appointments. 
later, when forced to defend troop 
deployments in Iraq that critics say 
were too low, Bush pointed the finger 
at U.S. generals. 
The CIA report that concluded 
there were no weapons of mass destruc-
tion in Iraq was, in Bush's mind, justi-
fication for his action because it 
showed that Saddam Hussein "was try-
ing to get rid of sanctions so he could 
reconstitute a weapons program." 
With those words, Bush expanded a 
pre-emptive strike docrrine, suggesting 
that a military invasion is justified 
when a nation intends to do harm 
even lacking the means or evidence of 
an imminent attack. 
Kerry didn't help his own cause. 
Early in the second debate, the 
Democrat summed up Bush's strategy 
nicely _ "He wants you to believe that 
I can't be president. And he's trying to 
make you believe it because he wants 
you to think I change my mind. Well, 
let me tell you straight up: I've never 
changed my mind about Iraq. I do 
believe Saddam Hussein was a threat." 
But later, he called Iran's nuclear 
ambitions "a threat that has grown 
while the president has been preoccu-
pied with Iraq, where there wasn't a 
threat." 
In a New York Times Magazine arti-
cle published Sunday, Kerry suggested 
the best the U.S. can do about terrorists 
is make them "a nuisance" like organ-
ized crime or prostitution. Bush 
jumped on the remark, ignoring that he 
told an interviewer in August that the 
U.S. could not win the war on terror. 
While still calling Kerry a flip-flop-
per, Bush has opened a new line of 
STUDENTS CAN T RUN FROM 
THE. FLU 
GE.T YOUR FLU SHOTS! 
Flu shots begin October 11th 
Appointment preferences will be given to 
people at high risk. 581-3013 
Health Service Flu Clinics 
Tuesday, October 12 
Wednesday, October 13 
Tuesday, October 26 
Wednesday, October 27 
Times for all clinic dates are 
8:00am- 11 :30am & 1:30pm- 3:30pm 
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED 
attack by calling him a tax-and-spend 
liberal. The L-word, a Bush aide said, is 
just another way to call Kerry a wimp. 
With little fanfare, Kerry has also 
shifted his emphasis. The slogan 
"Stronger at Home, Respected in the 
World," has been replaced by a more 
populist pitch, "Fighting for us." 
This and Kerry's other new catch-
phrase, "I've got your back," are 
designed to connect with uncommit-
ted voters who worry about the econo-
m}~ health care and education _ along 
with Iraq. 
On the day of the first debate, 
Kerry's private polling had the race tied 
overall. On Monday, a senior Kerry 
adviser said campaign polling showed 
the race was still tied. Public surveys 
vary from a slight Kerry lead to an edge 
for Bush. 
Bush has lost ground to Kerry on 
many issues and personal qualities, 
polls show, but he is still seen as the 
strongest leader and the most tmsted to 
protect the country and deal with Iraq. 
Voters believe Kerry would do better 
at creating jobs. 
Polls suggest voters are open to 
change, with a majority weary of Iraq 
and believing the nation is headed on 
the wrong track. Bush's job approval 
rating hovers arotmd 50 percent, the 
mark of an incumbent who is vulnera-
ble but still strong enough to win. 
His challenge is to convince voters 
that change is too risky _ that Kerry is 
too indecisive, too liberal and too weak 
to lead the nation. Kerry needs the 
campaign be a referendum on Bush's 
record. 
That's why the next three weeks will 
be even more negative and personal, a 
prospect likely to bring out the worst in 
both men. 
CAMPUS REPS 
IMIIIITED 
TraNI free & Be riP 
www.studentcitv.com 1.BBB.Spring Break 
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College students fail 
to apply for federal aid 
they could receive 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
A new study says hundreds of 
thousands of college students who 
may be eligible for federal financial 
aid don't get it for a simple reason -
they don't apply. 
The study released Monday by the 
American Council on Education, 
which represents colleges and univer-
sities, says that half of the 8 million 
undergraduates enrolled in 1999-
2000 at institutions participating in 
federal sntdent aid programs did not 
complete the main federal aid appli-
cation form. 
Many were well off, and correcrly 
assumed they wouldn't get aid. But 
the study fotmd 1.7 million low- and 
moderate-income students also 
failed to fill out the Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). 
Two-thirds of community college 
students did not apply for aid, com-
pared to 42 percent at public four-
year colleges and 13 percent at pri-
vate colleges. 
The study concludes 850,000 of 
those students would have been eligi-
ble for a Pel! Grant, the principal fed-
eral grant for low-income students. 
The findings underscore a point 
often made by educators: Even as 
college costs rise, students often miss 
financial aid opportunities because 
they aren't aware of how the system 
works. 
"It's frustrating when you know 
someone could be eligible and they 
just don't do it for various reasons," 
said Tammy Capps, financial aid 
director at Shawnee Community 
College in Ullin, lll., where about 
900 of the 2,500 students receive Pell 
Grants. She said complexity of the 
form is often a reason students don't 
apply. 
"We'll even help them fill it out," 
she said. "But we have to talk to 
them face to face to give that infor-
macion and that doesn't always hap-
pen. They don't think to call and 
ask." 
Few students with more than 
$40,000 in family income get Pell 
grants, said Jacqueline King, direcror 
of ACE's Center for Policy Analysis. 
But they can get other federal aid like 
subsidized student loans. And 
FAFSA forms are often the first step 
in applying for other types of aid, 
such as support from states or their 
schools. 
The study acknowledges some 
poorer students might skip FAFSA 
forms because they line up adequate 
funding elsewhere. But King said 
many would have ended up with 
more aid if they had filled out the 
form. 
"Everybody assumes the money is 
for someone else," King said, adding 
focus groups her organization has 
conducted reveal wide misconcep-
tions about financial aid. "We talked 
to middle-class parents who said the 
money's only available if you're really 
poor, and poor parents said you had 
to have a perfect SAT score.". 
The government has worked to 
simplify the FAFSA form, but it still 
mns four pages and several work-
sheets, and King said complexity is 
likely an issue in some cases. 
Department of Education spokes-
woman Susan Aspey said officials 
hadn't had the chance to read the full 
report, but noted that the depart-
ment launched a public relations 
campaign last year to increase aware-
ness of federal financial aid. It also 
has reached out to minority groups 
underrepresented on American cam-
puses, she said. 
Aspey said that about 9 million 
students will receive federal assistance 
this year in some form, and about 75 
percent of all undergraduates whose 
parents' incomes are less than 
$30,000 filed a FAFSA. 
The sntdy also indicates many stu-
dents suffer by nrrning FAFSA forms 
in late. There is no deadline for feder-
al aid like the Pell Grants, but many 
state and institutional sources require 
F AFSA submissions before April 1. 
ATTITUDE 
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PAGES 
HELP WANTED 
Reliable student needed for house 
cleaning. 3 hours per week. Call 
345 3279 
10112 
Full time teller. 1 l am 6:15pm 
Monday through Friday. Send 
resumes to Citizen's National Bank, 
181 0 Lincoln Avenue. 345 6006 
10115 
CMR is growing and we need peo 
pie! Telemarketing Agents sought 
for part time evenings $7/ hour 
plus commissions. Great Resume 
Builder! APPLY TODAY AT CON 
SOLIDATED MARKET RESPONSE. 
700 W. Lincoln, Chas. Ph # 2 1 7 
639 1135 
10118 
FOR RENT 
Small 2 bedroom house, 
washer,dryer. No pets. Deposit 
required. $425 month. Call after 
5:00. 345 3178. 
10115 
FOR RENT 
PANTHER PADS has 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8, 9 and 1 1 bed 
room, unfurnished houses for 
rent for 2005 2006 1 2 blocks 
from campus. CLEAN and WELL 
MAINTAINED. $320/person/mo. 
1 2 mo. lease. NO pets. Call 345 
3 148 or check us out at 
www.pantherpads.com. 
11 / 19 
For 2005 2006. Luxury apart 
ments, townhouses, and student 
renta l houses all excellent loca 
tions. Prices vary. For more 
information ca ll us at 345 0652 
or look us up at 
www.myeiuhome.com 
00 
Girls, furnished houses for 'OS 
'06. 1 0 month leases, off street 
parking, no pets, close to cam 
pus. 345 5048 
00 
2 and 3 BR furnished apts for 
'OS '06, no pets, trash included. 
Call 345 5048 
Cut.e effidency, dose to campus. 00 
$325 per month. All uti lities paid. Affordable, spacious. BR On 
Male only. No smoking. No pets. 
345 323 2 days. 
10121 
VILLAGE RENTALS: Renting for 
2005 2006. Furnished 
Houses/ Apartments. 1 2 3 
Bedroom Near Campus. Call for 
an appointment (21 7) 345 2516 
Equal Housing Opportunity. 
1 111 
the square. $299, includes heat, 
gas, water, trash. Dave 345 
2171. 9 am 11 am 
00 
Available Now Spacious 2 
Bedroom Apts. Ex cond, Next to 
El U Student Rec. Parking & Trash 
included. No pets. 345 7286. 
www.jwil liamsrentals.com 
00 
THE UAILY EASTERN NEWS 
IS LOOKIN~ FOR HARU WORKIN~ 
WRITERS, UESI~NERS, PHOTO~RA .. 
PHERS ANU COPY EUITORS WHO ARE 
WILUN& 
/'PLEASE'\ ro &E'f DIR'fY. 
i INQUIRE: i 
l CALL 
: 581 .. 2812 
Advertise 
a classified ad 
581 2812 
Plain and Simple. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
Spacious 2 BR apt w/CA, 
stove/fridge, water and trash 
paid. 345 5088. 
00 
www.jw iII i amsrenta ls.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good 
locations, nice apartments, off 
street parking, trash paid. No 
pets. 345 7286. 
00 
House close to campus for 3 to 4 
students. Two bathrooms, wash 
er/dryer, low uti li ties. 348 0614. 
FOR RENT 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3 
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL 
04 05. PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH 
INQUDED. CALL345 1266 
00 
Lincoln'M)()d Pinetree has 2&3 BR 
apts. available for second semest.er. 
Call345 6000 
00 
Newly remodeled tv.o bedroom 
apartments complexly furnished, 
parking. laundry, FREE DSL Fast 
internet, $490. 913 and 91 7 4th St 
235 0405 or 31 7 3085. 
FOR RENT 
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas 
ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart 
ments,three bedroom house. A ll 
within two blocks of campus. 
Call 345 5373 or 549 5593 
00 
ROOMMATES 
Roomate needed for 3 bedroom 
apartment on 4th street. Large 
furnished apartment own bed 
room with vanity. @255 plus 
uti li ties. 630 430 0224 
TUESDAY, OcroBER 12, 2004 
ROOMMATES 
10118 
Roommate needed to share 
house w/ma le EIU Students. 
Lease ending 513 1/04. Call 348 
061 4, leave message. 
00 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost: Verizon ce ll phone. Silver 
Samsung flip camera phone. 
Reward if found. Ca ll 58 1 
2802. 
10113 
CAMPUS CLIPS 00 
For Fa ll 'OS 1,2,and 3 bedrooms 
for close to campus. 4 locations 
to choose from. Call 345 6533 
00 
00 
Rooms for rent. Tv.o guys need three 
roommates. House west of square. 
AC, washer, d.yer. Phone 345 9665 
00 
STUDY ABROAD: Study Abroad Informational First Step 10113 and 
1 0/14 from 1 2 1 pm in the Paris Room in the Union. 
llJtNftvlark~ Crossword Edited by Will Shortz 
ACROSS 
1 New stable 
arrival 
5Wrigley team 
9Beginning 
1401d Dodge 
model 
15Pronto! 
16Captain 
Nemo's cre-
ator 
17 Jared of 
"Panic 
Room" 
1 8 • A ___ for-
mality!" 
19Chip away at 
20Winter 
accessory 
23Up to, in ads 
24Coll., e.g. 
25H owever, 
informally 
28Caffeine 
source for 
many 
33Learn about 
35The wh ole 
shebang 
36Forest 
canine 
38Sailing haz-
ards 
41 Geo. W. 
Bu sh has 
one 
42Artfully 
dodge 
43Simple door 
fastener 
46Price word 
47Biack-and-
orange 
songbird 
48Polite driv-
ers, at 
merges 
51 Columbia 
Univ. locale 
52 Something 
to shuck 
54 ___ de 
Cologne 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
55What the 
ends of 20-, 
36- and 43-
Across sug -
gest 
61 Language of 
India 
64Actress 
Malone 
65Tea time, 
perhaps 
66French 
farewell 
67Wide-eyed 
68Book afte r 
II Chronicles 
691692 witch 
trials city 
70Fine-tune 
71 For fear that 
DOWN 
1 Arlo 
Guthrie's 
genre 
2Spilled salt, 
say 
3Pro's foe 
4R ay of 
"GoodFellas" 
5The Kennedy 
years, figu-
ratively 
6 Played for a 
sap 
73 
Musketeers 
units 
8 Eyeglasses, 
informally 
9"Yoo-hoo!" 
1 OSoft ball 
material 
11 Sellout indi-
cat or 
12Cut short 
13 Pigskin prop 
21Part of 
three-in-a-
row 
22Yearn (fo r) 
25Minstrel 
show group 
26Piaye r in 
extra-point 
attempts 
27 Job seekers' 
good news 
28Graphite ele -
ment 
No. 0831 
29Legendary 50 Camper's 
Mrs . wh o bag 
owned a co w 53lndian prince 
30Frock wearer 55 fixe 
31 Arm or leg (obsession) 
32 Perth 56Toy block ___ , 
maker N.J. 
34Piercing tool 57 Get the ground-fl oo r 
37Java neigh- 58Gooey stuff bor 
39To's partner 59 Sharer's word 
40Eiement #34 60"Dang!" 
44Fi rst wife of 611s afflicted 
Jacob with 
45Like many 62Actress 
MTV viewers Lupin o 
49Siip behind 63Zip 
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WORLD BRIEFS 
Shiite fighters 
turn in weapons 
in Baghdad 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BAGHDAD, Iraq -- Shiite fighters in tracksuits and 
sneakers unloaded cars full of machine guns, mortars 
and land mines Monday as a five-day, weapons-for-cash 
disarmament program kicked off in Baghdad's Sadr 
City district - a sign of progress in the center of Shiite 
resistance in Iraq. 
A lasting peace in the sprawling slum would allow 
U.S. and Iraqi forces to focus on the mounting Sunni 
insurgency. Undersooring the threat, two American sol-
diers were killed in a rocket attack in southern Baghdad, 
and a third U.S. soldier died when a suicide driver 
exploded a car bomb in front of a U.S. convoy in the 
northern city of Mosul. 
In Sadr City, followers of radical Shiite cleric 
Muqtada ai-Sadr promised the government last week-
end they would hand over medium and heavy weapons 
for cash in a deal oonsidered an important step toward 
ending weeks of fighting with U.S. and Iraqi forces. 
Iraqi police and National Guardsmen will then assume 
security responsibility for the district, which is home to 
more than 2 million people. 
In return, the government has pledged to start releas-
ing ai..Sadr followers who have not committed crimes, 
suspend raids and rebuild the war-ravaged slum. 
MAIN AFGHAN OPPOSITION CANDIDATE 
DROPS BOYCOTT 
KABUL, Afghanistan -- President Hamid Karzai's 
main challenger Monday backed off a boycott of 
Afghanistan's landma!k election over allegations of fraud, 
saying he would accept the formation of an independent 
oommission to look into any irregularities in the vote. 
German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, the first foreign 
leader to visit since Saturday's election, all but declared 
Karzai the winner before a single ballot was counted. 
The announcement by ethnic Tajik candidate Yunus 
Qanooni that he would accept the formation of the 
election commission followed similar statements 
Sunday by Massooda Jalal, the only female presidential 
hopeful, and ethnic Hazara candidate Mohammed 
Mohaqeq. 
SAUDI GOVERNMENT SAYS WOMEN MAY 
NOT VOTE IN NATIONWIDE ELECTIONS 
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia-- Women may neither vote 
nor run in Saudi Arabia's first nationwide elections, the 
government announced Monday, dashing hopes of pro-
gressive Saudis and easing feats among conservatives 
that the kingdom is moving too fast on reforms. 
Some women considered the move yet another 
indignity in a oountry where they need their husbands' 
permission to study, travel or work. But others said they 
wouldn't trust themselves to judge whether a candidate 
is more than just a handsome face. 
The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, 
said there are not enough women to run women's-only 
registration centers and polling stations, and that only a 
fraction of the oountry's women have the photo identi-
ty cards needed to vote. 
Many women in Saudi Arabia, the birthplace of 
Islam, have balked at getting the ID cards - introduced 
three years ago - because the photographs would show 
their faces unveiled. 
COURT ORDERS YUKOS TO PAY PART OF 
2001 TAX CLAIM 
MOSCOW - The Moscow Arbitration Court ruled 
Monday that the embattled oil giant Yukos must pay 
$1.34 billion in fines and penalties as part of a $4.1 billion 
back-tax claim for 2001, Russian news agencies reported. 
The decision was the latest of many to go against 
Yukos during a more than yearlong legal campaign 
against the company and its former chief executive 
Mikhail Khodorkovsky. His ongoing trial on tax and 
fraud charges is expected to drag on for months, and 
analysts expect more claims against the company he 
built to follow - evennJally pushing the final bill to well 
beyond $10 billion for 2000-2003. 
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FLU: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
Drake said the flu clinics are held so stu-
dents don't have to make an appointment, 
but flu shots are offered by appointment any-
time. She said not all students can come in for 
shots until high risksrudents are taken care o£ 
"Only high risk students will be eligible to 
receive the vaccine through Nov. 14; after 
that, anyone can get them," Drake said. 
The screening recommendations Health 
Services is using comes from the Center of 
Disease Control. Drake said priority groups 
include children ages 6-23 months, adults 
over 65-years-old, people with underlying 
chronic medical conditions, pregnant 
women, residents oflong-term care facilities, 
people on chronic aspirin therapy, health care 
workers involved with direct patient care and 
out-of-home care givers and household oon-
tacts of children younger than 6 months old. 
UNDECIDED: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
"The purpose of the film is to provide voters 
with an in-depth understanding of George W. 
Bush and John Kerry - their characters, their 
DOCUMENTARY: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
The documentary, "Stolen Honor: 
Wounds That Never Heal," chronicles Kerry's 
1971 testimony before Congress and links 
him to activist and actress Jane Fonda. It 
includes interviews with Vietnam prisoners of 
war and their wives who claim Kerry's testimo-
ny - filled with "lurid fantasies of butchery in 
Vietnam'' on the part of U.S. troops 
-demeaned them and led their captors to hold 
them longer. 
The Democratic National Committee 
planned to file a oomplaint with the Federal 
Election Commission on Tttesday contending 
that Sinclair's airing of the film should be con-
sidered an illegal in-kind contribution to 
President Bush's campaign. 
Also, 18 Democratic senators sent a letter to 
the Federal Communication Commission ask-
ing that it investigate whether Sinclair's plan 
was an improper use of public airwaves. 
However, Sinclair's Hyman said, "The 
documentary is just a part of a special news 
event that we're putting together. 
We've invited one person to be a guest. 
That's Senator John Kerry." 
The oompany posted a note on its Web 
site Monday afternoon urging people to call 
"My mom called and told me 
I'd beffer get my flu shot 
because they're running 
out." 
SHANNON MASSEY, 
SOPHOMORE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR 
Students coming in for flu shots will be 
screened by a nurse, she said. 
Several students are aware of the shortage 
and are trying to take advantage free flu shots 
Health Services offers. 
"My mom called and told me I'd berter get 
my flu shot because they're running out," 
said Shannon Massey, a sophomore elemen-
tary education major. "I'm going today." 
Massey said she received a flu shot last year 
world views and the consequences of the choic-
es they themselves have made," said Chris 
Kel~~ senior publicist for "FRONTUNE." 
The film will enable viewers to see different 
sides of each candidate through interviews 
from people who know them, Kelly said. This 
Kerry's headquarters to urge his participa-
tion. 
Chad Clanton, a Kerry campaign 
spokesman, said, "Everything is on the table, 
but it's hard to take an offer seriously from a 
group with such a fierce partisan agenda, a 
group that's dearly not interested in the 
truth." 
Democratic National Committee 
Chairman Terry McAuliffe said the oompany 
was acting as a mouthpiece for the 
Republican Party rather than a legitimate 
news outlet. 
'1n this election cycle, they have put their 
money where their right-wing mouths are," 
he said. "Sinclair's owners aren't interested in 
news. They're interested in pro-Bush propa-
ganda." 
Campaign finance records show that com-
pany's executives have donated thousands of 
dollars to Bush's campaign. In April, the com-
pany was in the news for refi.JSing to run a 
"Nightline" show in which hundreds of 
names of American troops killed in Iraq were 
read by ABC anchor Ted Koppel. 
Hyman called the allegations about the 
documentary "absolutely absurd." 
"Would they suggest that our reporting a 
car bomb in Iraq is an in-kind contribution to 
the Kerry campaign? Would they suggest that 
NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER 
~-
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
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to prevent illness and wants to do the same 
this year. 
Mallory Taylor, a sophomore marketing 
major, said she isn't ooncerned with the 
shortage because she doesn't get sick very 
ofren. 
'Tve never gotten a flu shot," Taylor said. 
'1 heard they make some people sick and I 
didn't want to have a bad reaction. I would 
rather take my chances with the flu." 
Smith said flu season starts in early 
October and continues through the winter 
months. She said 10 to 20 percent of U.S. 
residents get the flu each year, an average of 
114,000 people are hospitalized for flu-relat-
ed complications and 36,000 people die each 
year from those complications. 
Drake said several schools have been lefr 
without any flu vaccinations and Eastern is 
lucky. 
"We feel fortunate that we have the 
amount we do," Drake said. 
will include information from over 50 inter-
views with the candidates' friends, families, ool-
leagues and political adversaries. 
"We hope to give voters an informed por-
trait of these two men that goes beyond sound 
bites and campaign rhetoric," Kdly said. 
our reporting on job losses is an in-kind con-
tribution to the Kerry campaign?" he said. 
'1t's the news. It is what it is. We're reporting 
the news." 
Carlton Sherwood, a Vietnam veteran 
and former journalist who made the film, 
said Monday that he felt the media had not 
explored the period of Kerry's life after his 
return from Vietnam, including when he 
testified before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee alleging atrocities in 
Vietnam. 
"For 33 years, we've been saying that how 
Kerry portrayed tiS was utterly false. It was 
purgatory of the worst kind. It was slander," 
Sherwood said. "But no one wanted to talk 
about it. Everybody ran for cover." 
Sherwood, based in Harrisburg, Pa., is a 
friend and one-time aide to former 
Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge, a fellow 
Vietnam veteran who is now secretary of the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 
Sherwood said he and Ridge have not spoken 
since beginning the film project. 
He said it took six weeks to make the film, 
and that Sinclair contacted him last month 
after it was oompleted. Sherwood said he was 
told last week of the company's plan to run it, 
and that the company was not oompensating 
him for the film. 
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RUGBY 
Panthers come out on top yet again 
8v MATT LEIBERT 
STAFF WRITER 
The Eastern Illinois 
Panthers faced yet another 
team Saturday that they have 
never faced before and just 
like the others this season, 
the Panthers came out on 
top. 
On Saturday, the Panthers 
faced Arkansas State for the 
first time and defeated them 
103-5. 
That was only the second 
try scored against Eastern all 
season. 
"If you can play defense, 
that will put you in every 
game. Almost every practice 
we focus on defense," Eastern 
head coach Frank Graziano 
said. 
The Panthers were able to 
score 55 points in the first 
half. 
Senior Nikki Ponce scored 
three first half trys, while 
sophomore Robyn Harris, 
junior Missie Doudna, junior 
Amanda Nowaczyk and 
freshman Katie Anderson 
added one try each. 
The only try scored against 
the Panthers on Saturday 
came from Arkansas State 
freshman Adrian Long with 
only 48 seconds left in the 
first half. 
In the second half, many of 
the starters sat out to rest up 
for next week's big game 
against Ohio. But even with-
out the starters playing regu-
lar minutes in the second 
half, the scoring didn't miss a 
beat. 
Rasmusen scored another 
three trys while H arris, 
Nowaczyk, Anderson and 
junior Brittany Brown all 
added another five points to 
the score, each scoring one 
try. 
Rasmusen converted three 
point after trys while subbing 
for Jamie Buenzow. 
"This is only our second 
game of the season," 
Arkansas State H ead Coach 
Joe Barrett said, "and for five 
of the girls, this is only their 
second game of rugby ever. 
"Frank Graziano really has 
the team going in a good 
direction. Eastern is one of 
the best teams we have ever 
played." 
Senior Jamie Buenzow also 
scored a try, as well as four 
point after trys and junior 
Stephanie Rasmusen scored 
one try and one point after 
try. 
The Panthers next game 
will be at home against Ohio 
at 11 a.m. on Saturday, at 
Lakeside Rugby Field. 
l AURA Ml LEN/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Sophomore scrumhalf Cyndi Deitch runs the ball through a group of Arkansas State players Saturday afternoon at Lakeside 
Rugby Field. The Panthers went over the century mark with 103 points in the match. 
The battle begins: Schilling set to silence the Yankees 
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS 
Curt Schilling signed with Boston for 
this very reason - to silence the hated 
Yankees and pitch the Red Sox to that elu-
sive World Series tide. 
''I'm not sure I can think of any scenario 
more enjoyable than making 55,000 people 
from New York shut up,'' he said Monday, 
a day before starting the opener at Yankee 
Stadium against Mike Mussina. 
Before the first pitch was even thrown, 
the AL championship series had players 
buzzing. They thought back to the 45 
intense meetings between the rivals during 
the past two years, to the on-field fights 
and the clubhouse boasts. 
But in a series that seemed predestined 
since Aaron Boone's Game 7 homer off 
Tim Wakefield won last October's playoff 
in the 11th inning, there was an element of 
uncertainty for the Yankees this time. It 
centered on the status of closer Mariano 
Rivera, who returned to Panama on Sunday 
after two of his wife's relatives - a cousin 
and his son - were electrocuted in his 
swimming pool. 
While the Yankees said Rivera planned to 
be back for Tuesday night's game, manager 
Joe Torre wasn't taking anything for grant-
ed. 
"If he's here tomorrow, obviously, it 
would be wonderful," Torre said. "If not, 
we understand that." 
Tom Gordon, his left eye still a little blur-
ry after it was hit by a champagne cork in 
Saturday's clubhouse celebration at 
Minnesota, would take over as the closer if 
1305 tiJDtcoRlDl Ave 
2 17- 34 5-6424 
Chicken Lunch 
2 pieces of chicken 
mashed potatoes & Gravy 
coleslaw • biscuit 
Open for Breakfast 
Weekdays Sam llam 
Weekends Sam 12pm 
3 Piece Dinner 
3 pieces of chicken 
mashed potatoes & Gravy 
coleslaw • 2 biscuits 
Every 
Tuesday 
11am-8pm 
Rivera is absent. Tanyon Sturtze and Paul 
Quantrill would replace Gordon as the 
setup man. 
While Gordon's good, he's not Rivera. 
No one else is. 
"I never had a problem with it. I enjoyed 
closing," Gordon said. "Whatever it takes 
for this team to get a win." 
Following Boston's first-round sweep of 
Anaheim and New York's 3-1 win over the 
Twins, Schilling and Mussina are rested 
heading into the opener. The Red Sox rota-
tion has Pedro Martinez pitching Game 2 
on Wednesday, followed by Bronson 
Arroyo on Friday at Fenway Park and 
Wakefield the following day in Game 4. 
Jon Lieber and Kevin Brown follow 
Mussina for the Yankees, who still haven't 
decided between Orlando H ernandez or 
Javier Vazquez in the fourth game. El 
Duque, bothered by a tired arm, felt better 
Monday, when he threw about 60 pitches in 
a bullpen session, according to pitching 
coach Mel Stottlemyre. 
Major league baseball decided Monday 
to move Game 5, the only scheduled after-
noon contest of the series, into prime time, 
bumping the NLCS to the earlier time slot. 
They are the two biggest spenders in base-
ball, the Yankees at $186.4 million and the 
Red Sox at $128.1 million, according to 
the Aug. 31 payroll. Judging by the TV rat-
ings, baseball fans are captivated by New 
York's Derek Jeter and Alex Rodriguez and 
Boston's Manny Ramirez and David Ortiz. 
"I know this is what everyone was hoping 
for, I imagine," Mussina said. "I think it's 
the way it should be." 
348·1232 
SUN-THU 11-9 
FRI-SAT 11-10 
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SWIMMING AND DIVING 
Opening loss not a deterent 
Louisville defeats 
Eastern at 
opening meet 
BY ADAM D REMAK 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Eastern men's and women's swim-
ming and diving teams opened up their 
season on Friday against Louisville at Lantz 
Natatorium. 
Despite losing the meet as a team the 
Panthers had many individual performanc-
es that surprised head coach Ray Padovan. 
A year ago the men won the Midwest 
Classic Championship, while the women 
came in third after taking first two years 
ago. 
Facing a much improved Louisville team 
from the previous year, Padovan is not dis-
appointed with the teams' performances on 
their first meet of the year. 
Padovan sees this first meet as a very 
good starting point for the upcoming sea-
son. 
Many of the women had very good per-
formances including Claire Garvey in the 
1,000 freestyle, Jenny Curry in the 100-
meter freestyle and Patty Young in the 200-
meter breaststroke, a race in which she 
swam about only one second off the school 
record. 
Divers Lindsae Baldes and Tiffany Kato 
also did well for the women which has a lot 
of new faces competing for them. 
"As a team we did pretty good," Baldes 
said. "We had a lot of freshman that for 
them this was their first college meet." 
Baldes said that the women might have 
rough starts to their seasons, but as the sea-
"Everyone swam past their 
potential, especially for an 
early meet in the season." 
f RANK MUCHNA, DISTANCE f REESTYLE SWIMMER 
son progresses they come together as a 
team. 
On the men's side the lone win in the 
meet came from Tom Watson in the 200 
meter freestyle. Padovan said that this was 
the best Watson has swam for Eastern dur-
ing the beginning of a season. 
Tyson Beamen swam the 200-meter indi-
vidual medley and the 200-meter breast-
stroke for the men. In the 200-meter but-
terfly Paul Luttinen did well for the 
Panthers. 
In diving, freshman Joe Laird began his 
Eastern career off right with a strong show-
ing in the one and three-meter diving. 
Distance freestyle swimmer Frank 
Muchna believes the Panthers swam really 
well especially given the circumstances of 
not competing in a meet yet. 
"Everyone swam past their potential, 
especially for an early meet in the season," 
Muchna said. "Everyone really stepped up 
for the meet." 
The next meet is at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago on Saturday, Oct. 23. 
The first four meets of the season appear 
to be the hardest stretch according to 
Padovan. 
Padovan and his players agree that they 
will have to wait and see how they compete 
in future meets to really know where they 
are as a team 
"We're ahead of where we were last year 
at this time," Padovan said. 
BLOWOUT: Caminiti haunted by personal demons CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
struggled, and they have been penalized 
quite a bit. 
Against Eastern Kentucky the Panthers had 
five turnovers, which the Colonels turned into 
28 points and they also had nine penalties good 
for 72 yards. 
"You can't have as many turnovers and penal-
ties as we had and expect to win the football 
game," Spoo said. "They had momentum the 
whole time. When we did do something good, 
we were constantly shooting ourselves in the 
foot. It's just a series of circumstances we put 
ourselves in." 
Schaben reiterated Spoo's point, but said it 
was just one bad game and the whole team 
knows that and understands what it has to do 
to get back on track. 
"We're already over it," Schabert said. "It 
stung on the bus ride home, but we're over it. 
It's just one of those things you shake your head 
at and let it go." 
This weekend the Panthers host Murray 
State at O'Brien Stadium for their homecom-
ing game. Spoo said sometimes homecoming 
and all the festivities that come with it could be 
distracting to a football team, but hopes his 
team took last weekend's loss to heart so they 
will play through those distractions and get a 
win. 
"It feels like just another week to us," 
Schaben said. "We had a good practice Sunday, 
and we'll continue to get focused and prepared 
this week. 
"If we play like we're capable of playing we'll 
bare with the homecoming distractions and 
make sure we're focused." 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Ken Caminiti was never short of fearless on 
a baseball field. He made incredible stops at 
third base, swarted home runs from both 
sides of the plate and played through pain 
that would wither most men. 
Friends and former teammates shocked by 
Caminiti's death Sunday in New York at age 
41 remembered not only the great plays, but 
many off-field struggles. 
He admirtedly used steroids at the height 
of his career and had been arrested on cocaine 
charges in recent years. Early in his career, he 
admitted to abusing alcohol and painkillers. 
"We all want to reduce people to pegs in a 
MELT DOWN: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
many spectators but can turn the 
tides of a game. 
If a punter kicks a 40-yard punt or a 
kicker makes all his extra points no 
one may talk about it, but once kicks 
are blocked and returns are muffed it 
becomes a problem that all can see. 
If teams can take care of the small 
things, punts, kicks or returns, then 
the other aspects of the game will usu-
ally work out in the long run. 
And that's what Eastern will need to 
do if they hope to get back on track 
for a shot at the OVC championship. 
board. He just wasn't that kind of guy," San 
Diego Padres owner John Moores said 
Monday. "There was something that was hor-
ribly defective and we loved him in spite of 
. " It. 
Caminiti died of a heart attack in the 
Bronx, said his agent-lawyer Rick Licht. The 
city medical examiner's office performed an 
autopsy Monday but could not rule on a 
cause of death until toxicology tests were 
complete, spokeswoman Ellen Borakove said. 
That process could take as long as 10 days. 
Caminiti was a fan favorite both in San 
Diego, where he led the Padres into the 1998 
World Series, and Houston, where he played 
two stints with the Astros, including his first 
eight seasons. 
Houston stars Craig Biggio and Jeff 
Bagwell got the news about Caminiti's death 
several hours before playing in the deciding 
Game 5 of the division series against Atlanta 
on Monday night. 
"We're both kind of devastated about it," 
Biggio said. "We feel terrible. We played with 
this guy for a long time. My wife and his wife 
are best friends; we know his kids. It's a tough 
thing. I guess the best thing we can do today 
for him is just go out and play well." 
Caminiti's 15-year big league career ended 
in 2001, five seasons after he led the Padres to 
a division tide and was a unanimous pick for 
N LMVP. 
Swimmer breaks own 200 
backstroke world record 
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS 
Aaron Peirsol lowered his own world 
record in the 200-meter backstroke at 
the Short Course World Championships 
on Monday night and then was part of 
the U.S. team that set a world record in 
the 400 medley relay by more than 5 sec-
onds. 
Peirsol's time of 1 minute, 50.52 sec-
onds bettered his mark of 1:50.64 set in 
March at a short course World Cup meet 
in East Meadow, N .Y. He also won the 
100 back during the 25-meter competi-
tion. 
Matthew Welsh of Australia was sec-
ond in 1:52.54 and Arkady Vyatchanin 
of Russia was third in 1:54.20. 
Peirsol, of Irvine, Calif., swept the 
backstroke events at the Athens 
Olympics. H e also won the 200 back at 
the 2002 short course championships. 
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Special 
teams 
melt down 
After Eastern's 49-6 loss at 
Eastern Kentucky on Saturday 
there are plenty of places to point 
to about where the Panthers went 
wrong in the game. 
But all of their losses and wins 
this season have had something in 
common; special teams mistakes. 
In the loss to Indiana State, 
there was the missed extra point. 
Against Illinois State, Eastern 
fumbled on a late fourth quarter 
kick return that setup the 
Redbirds in the end zone for the 
winning score. 
When Eastern opened the 
Ohio Valley Conference against 
Southeast Missouri, the Indians 
never should have had a last sec-
ond shot at the end zone to tie 
the game, but two blocked punts 
allowed SEMO to make a game 
of it. 
In fact in the game against 
SEMO, the special teams allowed 
for the team to not only come 
back but for a last second chance 
to tie the game. 
Last weekend, Eastern had two 
early special team mistakes that 
added to a 42-0 half time deficit. 
The first was a blocked punt that 
Eastern Kentucky returned 18 
yards for a touchdown. 
The Panthers had gorten off a 
successful punt the play before 
but were called for holding and 
were subsequently moved back 
ten yards. 
The second mistake came on 
an Indian kickoff when the 
Panther returner coughed up the 
ball at the Eastern 22 and Eastern 
Kentucky recovered. The Indians 
scored on the next play, 13 sec-
onds after their last touchdown. 
Overall, Eastern Kentucky 
scored 35 points off of turnovers 
in the game, including the two 
touchdowns after special teams 
hiccups. 
The Panthers have been solid 
on defense this year and have 
turned their defense around from 
being one of the worst in the 
OVC into one of the top in 
Division I-AA. 
But if they don't get their spe-
cial teams problems smoothed out 
it will be all for nothing. 
Any coach will tell you that 
special teams is one of the most 
important parts of the game. 
Punts and kickoffs are the kind of 
plays that may go unnoticed to 
SEE M ELT DOWN PAGE 11 
VOLLEYBALL 
Rolling with the punches 
Volleyball looks to 
new faces to 
replace injured 
starters 
BY D AN WOlKE 
STAFF WRITER 
The Eastern volleyball team heads 
back to the road Tuesday night with 
hopes of extending a seven-game win-
ning streak. 
The Panthers (14-3, 6-0) visit the 
Evansville Purple Aces for a non-confer-
ence affair at 7 p.m. 
Eastern head coach Brenda Winkeler 
said venturing outside of the Ohio 
Valley Conference won't impact her 
squad's preparation. 
"We don't approach matches based 
on who we're playing," she said. "We 
approach a match knowing we have a 
specific game plan that we need to exe-
cute." 
Austin Peay. 
Minus the starters, the Panthers did-
n't miss a beat thanks to solid efforts 
from sophomore libero Aja Kohlbecker, 
sophomore outside hitter Kara 
Sorenson and freshman outside hitter 
Lindsay Walsh. 
Walsh and Kohlbecker recorded 18 
and 17 digs, respectively, in Eastern's 
four-game victory over Tennessee Tech 
Saturday. Sorenson notched six kills 
while assisting on five blocks. 
Freshman setter Maren Crabtree said 
the new faces in the Panthers' rotation 
will benefit from getting back on the 
court so quickly. 
"It'll just give them more confi-
dence," Crabtree said. "I know they 
have confidence in themselves, and the 
team has confidence in them, but each 
match they're out there, the confidence 
builds." 
Growing confidence can be seen on 
the floor, particularly behind the service 
line. Sophomore outside hitter Mary 
Welch said Eastern's aggressive serving 
allows the team to dictate the match's 
pace by keeping opponents scrambling. The plan now includes a few new 
faces, thanks to injuries to junior out-
side hitter Sarah Niedospial and junior 
libero Heather Redenbo. Both injuries 
were suffered in last Friday's win over 
"If we can get them out of their sys-
tem by serving them tough balls, they 
can't run their offense and get comfort-
able," she said. 
S TE PHEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Junior middle hitter Megan Kennedy kills the ball against Austin Peay 
sophomore middle hiHer Laura Wussow Friday night in Lantz Arena. 
FOOTBALL 
A bad loss left in the rearview mirror 
Eastern looks 
to move on 
after the 
weekend's 
blowout 
BY j OHN HOHENAOEL 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Panther football team was 
out of the game early Saturday 
night at Eastern Kentucky. When 
all was said and done the Panthers 
found themselves on the shott end 
of a 49-6 scoreboard. 
watching his team lose the 
way it did was much harder 
than the way they lost the first 
two contests. 
"When you're not even 
competitive and you've pre-
pared all week to be competi-
tive it's hard to take," Spoo 
said. "The first couple of 
games we were only a couple 
plays away from winning. We 
never had a chance last week-
end." 
Eastern Kentucky scored 
42 of their 49 points in the 
first hal£ The Colonels used 
their own 45 yard-line as a 
drive starting average, which 
didn't hurt their chances of 
STE PHEN H AAS/THEDAILYEASTERNNEWS unleashing an offensive "It was really weird because 
before the game we were really 
confident," quarterback Matt 
Schabert said. "Coming into the 
game we knew we had the best 
offense yards-per-game wise in the 
Defensive line coach Derrick Jackson talks between plays Oct. 2 during the Southeast onslaught. 
Missouri State game at O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers are looking to forget last "Five of their seven touch-
Saturday's 49-61oss to Eastern Kentucky, which evened the Panthers' OVC record at 1-1. downs came from inside our 
30-yard line," Spoo said. 
Ohio Valley Conference." 
Schabert said the loss doesn't change anything, 
he's still confident the Panthers will rebound and 
compete for the OVC championship. 
"Those guys just had a plan for us," Schabert said. 
"They knew what they wanted to do, and they got 
it done. We took our lumps, and now it's time to get 
back to basics." 
The Panthers are now 2-3 overall and 1-1 in the 
ovc. 
Eastern lost its first two games by a combined 
seven points and watched double digit fourth quar-
ter leads slip away in each of their first two contests. 
As hard as it is to recover from losses like that, the 
Panthers did just that, in rare fashion, beating 
Division I-A Eastern Michigan in their third game 
of the season. 
This past weekend Head Coach Bob Spoo said 
"The odds of scoring inside 
the opponents' 30-yard line must be two out of 
th " ree. 
"Anything that could have gone wrong did," 
Schabert said. "But the good thing is it only counts 
as one loss. We still can run the table and get a piece 
of the OVC championship." 
So far this season the Panther special teams have 
SEE BLOWOUT PAGE 11 
